Famasete launches the first interactive display with Portuguese
brand
In early 2020, Famasete - Technology Group presented the first Portuguese-branded
interactive multi-touch display. Wingsys Interactive Panel (WIP) enables you to discover
immersive and collaborative work in the business or classroom environment, promoting
interactivity so that people can more easily access tools for organizing, managing,
sending, and tracking activities.
In line with pedagogical principles, the Wingsys interactive display features IR and PCAP
technology in a variety of sizes, 4K resolution, Android 8.0 and aims to revolutionize the
way 21st century teacher and student engage and build knowledge. With a simple and
intuitive interface, screen sharing and interaction from any classroom computer to
Interactive Display is now possible with Wireless Screen Sharing.
WIP promotes group work and collaborative learning through the use of ik Classroom
Management (ikCM) management software, which enables the technological
implementation of a classroom adapted to today's pedagogical challenges. Through
monitoring, interaction, control, management and diagnosis tools, it motivates and
engages the student's attention, keeping the focus on meaningful learning processes.
Wingsys Interactive Display is intended to assist teachers with a variety of assessments,
collaborative resources and control to ensure they can get the most out of their ICT
equipment.
The Professor also has the Access Pen, a security tool that locks and unlocks multitouch
equipment taking full control of the technology and protecting it from unauthorized
access, misuse, use of the internet or confidential information contained therein.
Famasete's product supports real-time feedback, conducts class discussions, has a
student diary on a complete record of all homework activities, lessons and reviews, and
encompasses “Question and Answer” assessments.
Facing the challenge and requirements of the modern classroom, Wingsys Interactive
Display provides the ability to orchestrate and deliver lesson content, work
collaboratively and control student devices, ensuring attention and focus longer.
“As the need for collaborative learning spaces grows, so does the demand for technology
in the classroom. Wingsys now introduces solutions for smart digital classroom or
business environments through interactive dashboards provided with free applications
and software designed to meet curriculum requirements. Our complete solution is easy
to use, simple to install, designed with over 50,000 hours of use, video call, low
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maintenance and no ongoing subscription costs. A smart and interactive school,
WingsysClass”, says Inês Barbosa, Communication Officer of Famasete - Technology
Group.
In addition to the Educational sector, this product adapts perfectly to other
environments. In the Business sector, for example, displays enable you to empower work
teams with dynamic collaboration tools, increasing productivity and inspiring advances in
business. WIP is a visual collaboration solution designed to harness the power of the
multitouch system for fast, flexible and unlimited collaboration.
Empower teachers to inspire greatness in students...
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